Job ID:
Title:
Degree Requirement:
Years Experience:
Location:
Salary:
Travel:

PH63010A
Senior Electrical Designer (2 openings)
None
7+
Eastern VA
$72K - $88K
Mostly local

Our client in eastern Virginia is looking to interview for two open Senior Electrical Designer positions.
If you possess the minimum required skills and your experience includes assignments with a steady
increase of responsibility, then we are interested in hearing from you. Candidates will work closely
with their clients and with members of the internal team to perform the required industrial-level
electrical design work involving: power, motor control centers, process / instrumentation flow, and
other related aspects of industrial and manufacturing plant electrical design. Travel will generally be
confined to local jobsites. Opportunity to work OT is available. No relocation assistance is budgeted at
this time.
Minimum requirements:
At least 7 years of electrical design experience in industrial manufacturing industries
Demonstrated proficiency in the use of AutoCAD 2008
Demonstrated expertise in electrical power design, control system design and wiring, panel
layouts, and lighting / receptacle layouts
Solid field experience
Knowledge of the NEC and safe electrical design
Ability to execute assignments with a consistent degree of quality
Ability to handle multiple assignments in parallel
Exceptional verbal/interpersonal communication skills, with a demonstrated ability to work
effectively with clients, peers, and upper management
U.S. citizen or Green Card holder
Plus:
Associates or college degree in a related technical / engineering field
KEY WORDS: electrical design, electrical designer, auto cad, autocadd, autocad, power design, nec, us
citizen, green card, lighting design, lighting layout, receptacle, receptacle layout, wiring design, panel
layout, electrical engineer, power control, motor control instrumentation, industrial, manufacturing
If you meet these requirements and wish to be considered for this position, send your résumé to us using
Word 97 -2003 at Resumes@PinnaclePlacementGroup.com mentioning the Job ID and the Job Title in the
subject line of your email. In your email please provide us a short narrative detailing

your experience and expertise as it applies to this position.

